Conservation
Mission & Vision
for WWF-Hong Kong
To build a future for Hong Kong in which nature and people thrive, by:
Conserving Hong Kong’s biological diversity through impactful
programmes that help to protect wildlife, oceans and wetlands
Contributing a unique piece of the puzzle locally to secure the well-being
of our planet
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As we look forward to an exciting future during our
40th Anniversary in 2021, this commemorative book
marks a memorable milestone for WWF-Hong Kong.
I am very happy to join my team in celebrating and
expressing my gratitude for all the hard work and
dedication that have made our success possible. Our
financial strength is greater than ever when managing
conservation projects with a global impact.
Our ongoing success relies on various stakeholders,
including our corporate partners, major donors and
professionals in the conservation and education
sectors, along with all the members of the general
public who have been so generous with their support.
Our staff are our asset, and their consistent contribution
to the unwavering goal of conserving nature has set the
Organisation up for stable and solid growth. So have
our board and committee members, who have reliably
provided the leadership and insight required to drive
us forward and guide us to the next level.

Taking us to the next level at Mai Po Nature Reserve,
our long-term partner The Hong Kong Jockey Club
Charities Trust awarded us a HK$347 million grant
to upgrade the facility. It is one of the largest one-off
donations to support conservation work in Hong Kong.
The goal is to develop our unique crown jewel into a
21st Century Nature Classroom which effectively
enhances our conservation and education programmes.
The undertaking contributes to a brighter future for both
our Organisation and the City.

The people I would like to thank are too numerous to
mention, but among them are Daniel Bradshaw, for
being my mentor; Douglas Woo, for his help with
The Jockey Club Mai Po Upgrade Project; and my many
friends among the ExCo and committee members,
including David Fong, Sylvia Chan, Arthur Mui,
Katherine Ng, Philip Mok, Alexandre Macaire, Bill Flanz,
David Dudgeon, Timothy Bonebrake, Alun Grassick,
Kate Hodson and Irene Chu. I would also like to
acknowledge former ExCo members Yvonne Sadovy,
Frederick Long, Martin Tang, K.C. Pang, Steve Cheung,
Sarah Legg, Oscar Chow and Daryl Ng.
My personal gratitude also goes to my predecessor
Trevor Yang and the entire Hong Kong team. They
have unfailingly infused the Organisation with their energy
and enthusiasm.
Over the years we have extended our nature conservation,
education and learning, and corporate and community
engagement mission in a number of important areas.
We can congratulate ourselves on some game changing
achievements, such as the pivotal role we have played in
ending the ivory trade in Hong Kong, as well as our continued
fight to educate the community about the drawbacks, both
ethical and environmental, of shark fin consumption.

Mr. Edward M. Ho
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Performance
indicators

ENGAGEMENT
Students Participating in WWF-Hong Kong Educational Programmes
– Almost 100% growth of student engagement across 500 schools

100%

FINANCE AND OPERATIONS
Financial Contributions

WWF-Hong Kong’s Consistent Individual Financial Supporters

80,000

32,511 33,547 34,598 37,358 40,583 37,000

Students

50,000
Students

Students

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

HK$84 millions

HK$90 millions

HK$94 millions

HK$103 millions

HK$121 millions

HK$123 millions

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Staff Qualifications – Highly educated, capable and dedicated team
that creates values and delivers impactful results

Students

45,000
Students

=
500
Courses

2016

2015

Fiscal Year

50,000

2018

2017

28,000

500
5,000

2020

2019
A stable growth per annum

Wetland Management Training Programmes
– 500 courses with 5,000 participants from
around the region since 1990

41,000

5,000

Students

Participants

CONSERVATION
Average Annual Number of Migratory Birds
at Mai Po and Deep Bay – Close to 100,000

100,000

Fiscal Year

24

%

Strong financial discipline and approach to secure
the “Month of Reserve” from less than 1 to 3
which enable us to continue with our long-term
conservation projects
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Diploma /
Certificate

27%
Master’s
Degree

No Shark Fin
Carriage Policy
2016

4%

Doctorate
Degree

45%

Ivory Trade Banned
in Hong Kong in 2021
2021

In 2016, HK Express and Cathay Pacific
stopped shark fin cargo; followed by 16 shipping
companies which banned shark fin shipments,
representing more than 60% of the global
market share in the shipping industry

Bachelor’s
Degree
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MBARK N
ON THE ROAD TO
OMORRO

Inspired by its rich 40-year legacy, WWF-Hong Kong
is taking the next steps on its conservation,
education and engagement journey

© Anthony Sun

© Bena Smith / WWF-Hong Kong

TOWARDS
A BRIGHTER
FUTURE
There are three major building blocks within WWF-Hong Kong –
Nature Conservation, Education and Learning, and Corporate and
Community Engagement. By driving them forward and connecting
them together, the Organisation is able to operate a range of impactful
programmes that make a concerted, coordinated push for a greener,
healthier and more sustainable world for all.
With the support of The Hong Kong Jockey Club Charities Trust, we
have committed to expanding the role of our Mai Po Nature Reserve, the
world’s only Ramsar site within a global financial centre, as a Centre of
Excellence for wetland conservation in the region, as well as a groundbreaking outdoor learning centre for students and the community.

We have a legacy to be proud of;
now we must build on that legacy
to shape a brighter future.

Through WWF-Hong Kong’s competence in wildlife and oceans as
well as wetlands, we will continue devising and running innovative and
effective programmes by working closely with different stakeholders
from all sectors of society; championing the causes of conservation and
sustainability; and taking an active role in ensuring that we all adopt
sustainable lifestyles and attitudes.
10
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ONSERVAT O
COMMITMEN

As a focal point of its enduring mission,
WWF-Hong Kong remains committed to protecting
our precious resources and wildlife

© Martin Harvey / WWF

© Brian J. Skerry / National Geographic Stock / WWF

© Bena Smith / WWF-Hong Kong

PROTECTING

WILDLIFE

© Richard Barrett / WWF-UK

Conserving Hong Kong’s own wildlife is important
– but equally important is fighting the destructive
international wildlife trade, both legal and illegal,
that flourishes worldwide and within our borders.
Hong Kong has a vital role to play in ending the trade
in local species, such as agarwood and freshwater
turtles, but also in preventing the international trade
in species that are transshipped through its ports.
These include parts and products from some of
the world’s most iconic species, such as elephants,
rhinos, tigers and pangolins.
Humans are part of nature; the Covid-19 pandemic
is a vivid illustration in which natural ecosystems
and human health are inevitably intertwined. Human
impingement on natural habitats, biodiversity loss
and ecosystem degradation are making the spread
of viruses from animals to people much more likely.
The wildlife trade, both legal and illegal, fuels these
pandemics; only by tackling it will we be able to
protect our own health from future outbreaks.
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Ivory
Trade

Ban
In 2021, the HKSAR Government will ban
all local sale, import and export of ivory.
In fact in 2018, the HKSAR Government
increased the maximum penalty for
serious wildlife crimes to 10 years of
imprisonment. Our determined efforts to
get the ivory trade banned were met with
positive results. We now aim to secure
a ban on mammoth ivory, which is used
to launder recent ivory and is becoming
more available for excavation as the
world’s permafrost melts.

© Suzi Eszterhas / Wild Wonders of China / WWF

International
Illegal
© Michel Gunther / WWF

Wildlife
Trade

With Hong Kong a major trade hub for
illegal wildlife, WWF-Hong Kong leads the
Asia-Pacific Region Counter Illegal Wildlife
Trade Hub. In addition to tackling demand
for illegal wildlife products, including exotic
pets which may carry serious diseases, the
Hub works with diverse partners to end the
trade throughout the region by disrupting
the financing, transport and online sale of
illegal wildlife.
17

HEALTHY

OCEANS

The ocean houses the Earth’s largest ecosystem
and countless species that contribute to marine
biodiversity. Oceans also provide a plethora of
goods and services that people depend on. It is
critical to sustain a healthy ocean by turning to
nature-based solutions. Ocean conservation is
WWF-Hong Kong’s inheritance; we are one of the
pioneers of using scientific measurement to drive
positive marine conservation results.

Sustainable

© Milos Bicanski / WWF-UK

Seafood

Since the early 2000s, WWFHong Kong has been complementing
its vigorous programme of
government lobbying with a guide to
sustainable seafood for the public. It
also promotes creating ocean-friendly
policies and works with suppliers
to encourage sustainable seafood
production, trade and marketing.

Marine
Protected Areas
WWF-Hong Kong has worked closely
with various stakeholders and advised
the HKSAR Government to protect
ecologically important habitats. We
employ an aspirational, realistic approach
to support the HKSAR Government in
introducing more Marine Protected Areas.
Currently we have six marine parks and
one marine reserve in Hong Kong. Marine
Protected Areas are part of the solution
in turning the tide, ensuring thriving
ecosystems and creating a sea for
the future.
In 2014, WWF-Hong Kong selected seven
places as conservation priority hotspots,
which preserve the future of the City’s
seas as a haven for marine biodiversity
and help to restore our fishery resources.
One example, Shui Hau Wan, provides
a demonstration project for reducing
anthropogenic impact, raising awareness
of sustainable marine biodiversity and

Marine Litter
Marine litter, especially plastics and
microplastics, poses a serious threat to
the entire marine ecosystem, and can
find its way into the food chain,
severely affecting human health.
WWF-Hong Kong supports anti-marine
litter activities and the strengthening of
regulations regarding proper disposal
of marine litter and the recycling of
fishing nets and other equipment.
We are also working with businesses,
and with WWF international offices, to

ecology, and promoting sustainability in
the local community. Our long-term goal
is to educate the public about reversing
the over-exploitation of marine resources
in Hong Kong and elsewhere. In another
example, WWF-Hong Kong helps to
protect the habitats of Hong Kong’s
iconic marine species, the Chinese white
dolphin, by encouraging the HKSAR
Government and local stakeholders to
designate properly managed Dolphin
Conservation Management Areas in
western and southern Lantau to save the
declining population.

Fighting
the

reduce the sources of plastic pollution,
and encourage government policies to
support reductions in single-use plastic.

Shark Fin Business
WWF-Hong Kong adopts science-based
strategies to empower consumers to
refrain from consuming shark fin and
related products as the best way to
protect global shark populations. We aim
to combat the demand side of the illegal
shark fin shipments and end the shark
fin business.

WWF-Hong Kong continues to create
positive change in our oceans, and
implement effective restoration
programmes to explore win-win practices
for both the environment and people.
© Cat Holloway / WWF

© HKU SWIM
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The Mai Po Nature Reserve and Inner
Deep Bay is a paradise for birds and
a crucial stopover point for those
that migrate along the East AsianAustralasian Flyway. Mai Po Nature
Reserve is also home to a diverse
range of other flora and fauna. This
unique urban Ramsar site is easily
accessible via a drive from the city of
only 45 minutes.
The 380-hectare Mai Po Nature Reserve
has been managed by WWF-Hong Kong
for almost four decades, and the
Organisation is committed to continuing
to manage it as a world-class wetland
that will support the migratory birds
that come here each year. The Reserve
and its surrounding area host various
habitat types, including gei wai shrimp
ponds, intertidal mudflats, freshwater
ponds, mangroves, reed beds and
fishponds, all of which are important to
the birds.

WETLANDS

HERITAGE

In 2015, we embarked on an ambitious
HK$347 million grant project to transform
the Mai Po Nature Reserve into a
21st Century Nature Classroom and
a Centre of Excellence for wetland
training in the region using cutting-edge
and innovative approaches.

© Chase Li

Looking ahead, we have to consider
the impact of global climate change
on Mai Po Nature Reserve and
bird migration. WWF-Hong Kong is
planning a climate adaptation strategy
to maintain the necessary habitats
inside the Nature Reserve, and also a
conservation plan that will involve the
fishponds in the Wetland Conservation
Area that surrounds the Nature Reserve.
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East Asian-Australasian

Flyway

Asian Waterbird
Conservation Fund
The Asian Waterbird Conservation Fund
was established in 2005 to provide financial
support for conservation projects. It has
helped more than 36 projects in 11 countries
along the East Asian-Australasian Flyway,
benefitting local communities and students.
The experience of managing Mai Po Nature
Reserve has provided WWF-Hong Kong
with models that can be replicated at
important wetland sites across China.

In late 2019, the Asian Waterbird Conservation
Fund was reformed and two new grants, the
WWF Dr. Lew Young Grant and the Asian
Flyways Initiative Grant, were set up to extend
support from the East Asian-Australasian
Flyway to the Central Asian Flyway.

Educating the
Next Generation
Mai Po and Inner Deep Bay lie at the heart
of the East Asian-Australasian Flyway,
which extends 13,000 km from the Arctic
Circle to Australia and New Zealand, with
some 50 million migratory waterbirds
travelling along it annually.
The numbers of migrating birds are
declining due to the loss of wetland
habitats to development, pollution and
hunting. WWF-Hong Kong is keen to
take on the challenge of restoring and
maintaining the integrity of this flyway by
setting up projects and partnerships with
community organisations and academic
or research institutes. WWF-Hong Kong is
also leading the network’s Asian Flyways
Initiative to push for flyway-scale
conservation action.

restored as necessary, and effectively
managed with community stewardship to
stabilise or reverse the decline of migratory
bird populations that use the flyways.

of Wetland Managers
and Conservationists

WWF-Hong Kong has successfully put
comprehensive training programmes
into action since 1990 using Mai Po
Nature Reserve and Mai Po Inner
Deep Bay Ramsar Site as best practice
examples. Wetland managers across
the Flyway – from Korea to Southeast
Asia – have benefitted from the training
and adapted it to their own wetlands.
We will continue this training using
state-of-the-art facilities, applying
up-to-date technology and techniques to
field training, exchanging experiences,
and pursuing habitat management and
environmental education to train the
next generation of wetland managers
and conservationists.

The goal of the Asian Flyways Initiative
is that by 2030, ecologically functional
networks of wetlands are protected,
25
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Hong Kong’s landmark
Mai Po Nature Reserve currently
undergoes a transformation into
a 21st Century Nature Classroom

© Hong Yin Pok / WWF-Hong Kong

TRANSFORMATION INTO

A 21 CENTURY
NATURE
CLASSROOM
ST

The vision to transform the Mai Po Nature Reserve was
conceived in 2015 with a historic HK$347 million grant from
The Hong Kong Jockey Club Charities Trust – the single largest
one-off donation across the global WWF network. The Mai Po
Nature Reserve Infrastructure Upgrade Project, consisting
of 5 independent elements, kicked off in 2018 and aims to
consolidate the site’s leading role as a Centre of Excellence
for wetland management and remodel it into a 21 Century
Nature Classroom.

© Philippe Li / WWF-Hong Kong

The Groundbreaking Ceremony for the Peter Scott Field Studies Centre in October 2020

MR.

LEONG CHEUNG

Executive Director of Charities and Community,
The Hong Kong Jockey Club

MR.

DOUGLAS C.K. WOO

Member of The Executive Council and Chairperson of Mai Po Nature Reserve
Infrastructure Upgrade Project Steering Committee, WWF-Hong Kong

The Hong Kong Jockey Club Charities Trust is a strong
proponent of environmental protection and conservation.
It funds numerous school and community programmes
to raise awareness of environmental issues. We believe
education is key to wetland and wildlife conservation, and
to recognising their importance to life on earth.
Since 1986, the Trust is delighted to have been a keen
supporter of WWF-Hong Kong’s mission and to have
helped in the establishment of the Mai Po Education
Centre, the Peter Scott Field Studies Centre and the
Jockey Club HSBC WWF-Hong Kong Hoi Ha Marine Life
Centre. It is heartening to see that the Mai Po Nature
Reserve is preserving rich biodiversity, especially of
migratory waterfowl, and that it has been designated a
Ramsar site since 1995.
The Trust-funded upgrade project will enable
WWF-Hong Kong to deliver more educational
programmes to students and the wider community at
Mai Po, and assist in building the capacity of wetland
managers throughout the Asia-Pacific region.
We hope to transform the Mai Po Nature Reserve into
a 21st Century Nature Classroom, promoting nature
conservation and serving as a platform for knowledge
exchange on effective wetland and habitat management.
Upon completion of infrastructure upgrade works,
the Mai Po Nature Reserve will be able to host more
environmental education activities, guided tours and
awareness programmes, with the capability to serve
more students and members of the public annually.
Visiting scientists, local and regional researchers and
conservationists will also be able to use the enhanced
facilities to conduct scientific research and ecological
studies, advancing the development of wetland best
management practices. The goal of the project is to
strengthen Mai Po Nature Reserve’s role as a hub for
wetland conservation, public education and knowledge
transfer locally and across the Asia Pacific region.
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I am humbled by the opportunity to participate in
WWF-Hong Kong’s Mai Po Nature Reserve Upgrade Project.
I remember the delight of my first experience at Mai Po
Nature Reserve many years ago as a student. It is
wonderful to see WWF-Hong Kong and its impact on
Hong Kong and the region grow from strength to strength
over the years. It has been a pleasure to work under the
leadership of Markus Shaw, Trevor Yang and Edward Ho
over the past 12 years, and an honour for our group to
continue our association with the wetland.
Mai Po Nature Reserve is a quiet haven in Hong Kong,
a unique treasure. This rich, biodiverse region is a
repository and habitat for rare birds, animals and plants.
Through effective conservation and management of this
wetland of international importance, the long-term vision
is to present a place of wonder for visitors who can both
appreciate and gain insight into this incredible natural
resource in our own backyard.
Being involved in the Upgrade Project has been a journey
of learning, sharing and building. We have to thank the
committee members, supporters, operators, educators and
visionaries who have brought the Mai Po Nature Reserve
and WWF-Hong Kong to where we are today. The team and
I hope that we can continue to build on this solid foundation.
31
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Mai Po NATURE RESERVE
Upgrade Project

To uphold the Mai Po Nature Reserve and Inner Deep Bay’s position as an
important regional wetland contributing to the integrity of the East AsianAustralasian Flyway, WWF-Hong Kong is using the grant to preserve and protect
the rich, diversified habitats and species of this crown jewel of Hong Kong, as
well as to educate people about the importance of nature conservation.
The exciting undertaking of rebuilding the Peter Scott Field Studies Centre
improves the capacity for wetland training and research as well as reinforces
community commitment to local biodiversity. The contemporary makeover of
the Education Centre with new features and better facilities, located at the heart
of Mai Po Nature Reserve, will offer an enhanced learning experience. A new,
wider wooden boardwalk path will connect Mai Po Nature Reserve’s various
facilities, and the two proposed bird tower hides, one in the south and the other
in the north-east of the Reserve, will allow visitors and researchers to better
observe the globally endangered and migratory birds that pass through the
Reserve without causing a disturbance.
The upgrade will comprise advanced facilities that elevate Mai Po Nature
Reserve and Inner Deep Bay to a whole new level.
32
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Mai Po Nature ReSErve
Upgrade Project
1
3
4

5 Independent Upgrade Elements:
1. Rebuild of the Peter Scott Field Studies Centre
2. Remake of Education Centre

2
5
Weekly meetings are conducted by Mr. Douglas Woo to ensure that the Mai Po
Nature Reserve Upgrade Project is progressing smoothly and on track

Two new bird tower hides will be developed
to cater to the needs of birdwatchers,
researchers, school groups and other visitors

34

A new and wider wooden boardwalk path
will be constructed to provide greater
convenience for all visitors

Mr. Leong Cheung from The Hong Kong Jockey
Club visited Mai Po Nature Reserve to observe
the Upgrade Project upon commencement

Mai Po Upgrade Project Steering Committee members including
Ms. Serena Fan and Mr. Matthew Chan (first from right) recharge for
the work ahead and discuss the project’s progress during a fruitful
lunch meeting

3. New wooden boardwalk from the Peter Scott Field
Studies Centre to Education Centre
4. Bird Tower Hide I
(north-eastern part of the Reserve)

5. Bird Tower Hide II
(southern part of the Reserve)

Mai Po Upgrade Project Steering Committee members conduct a site
inspection during the demolition and rebuild of the Peter Scott Field
Studies Centre

The newly-renovated Education Centre offers enhanced facilities
designed to enrich students’ learning experience
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WWF-Hong Kong’s ever-expanding outreach to
different sectors of society encourages support
and collaboration on nature conservation

© Cody Yim / WWF-Hong Kong

© Frederic Caillot

ENGAGING OUR

STAKEHOLDERS

Corporate &
Community
Engagement
WWF-Hong Kong works with companies to assess their
environmental impact and advance conservation, give back
to the community and achieve social responsibility objectives.
Under the “Corporate Membership Programme” launched in
2000, the business community has shown its commitment
to protecting the future environment and proven that
economic progress and conservation can go hand in hand.
Companies accredited under WWF-Hong Kong’s
“Low-carbon Office Operation Programme” and “Low Carbon
Manufacturing Programme” have collectively avoided nearly
half a million tonnes of carbon emissions since 2010. We
will continue to equip forward-looking companies with best
practice technology and energy-efficient operations to help
drive Hong Kong’s transition towards becoming a green city.
Community and individual supporters play an important role
at WWF-Hong Kong. It is WWF-Hong Kong’s duty to honestly,
transparently and fully educate the public by providing them
with real-world ecological experience. The support from the
public, our corporate partners, Trust and Foundations, and
major donors enable us to help ensure a sustainable future.

WWF-Hong Kong aims to reinforce in
people’s minds the critical link between
their behaviour and the natural world,
encourage behavioural changes to
reduce carbon emissions and prevent
overconsumption by engaging businesses
and the public to behave sustainably.

continue to protect Hong Kong’s biodiversity
and provide solutions to stakeholders to
tackle environmental challenges.
By joining forces, we act as a driver to
build a green economy and champion a
sustainable city.

Striking the balance between economic
development and conservation is always
one of WWF-Hong Kong’s principles. We will
38
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WWF-Hong Kong

Signature Events

Walk for

Nature

Earth Hour
An annual worldwide movement organised by the
WWF global network to raise awareness of energy
consumption and its effects on the environment. The
event unites millions of people to call attention to climate
change and has made a positive environmental impact.
“Earth Hour” aims not only to combat the climate crisis,
but also to ensure our own health, happiness, prosperity
and even survival. In Hong Kong, we are thankful to have
Everbright Environment Charitable Foundation Company
Limited as our enduring major sponsor.

A family fun day to support the importance of wetland
conservation. Participants enjoy the beautiful scenery and
learn about the importance of preserving biodiversity and
conserving Hong Kong’s natural environment.

Run for

Wild

A friendly competition for eco-warriors
with a passion for running and promoting
sustainable living as well as raising
awareness of habitat degradation and
endangered species protection.

Big Bird Race
WWF-Hong Kong’s long-running birdwatchers’ event to
uphold habitat management at Mai Po Nature Reserve.
It has grown for four decades, generating enthusiasm
locally and from overseas among professional and
novice birdwatchers.

40

wwf-Hong Kong

Year-round activities
We host inspiring activities year-round at our three outdoor
centres, where people can discover and experience nature
conservation.

41

© Angela Lam / WWF-Hong Kong

EMPOWERING

NEW
ADVOCATES

The educational mission of WWF-Hong Kong is
to create a new generation of conservation and
sustainability advocates through fun, engagement
and real-life experience.
We started providing educational programmes
in 1984, which have evolved into comprehensive
experiential learning that deploys a range of
innovative approaches. We firmly believe that
through active involvement, young people will
become equipped with knowledge, skills, positive
values and attitudes towards sustainable living and
nature conservation.
Education has no boundaries. Our core target is the
key players in the education and youth sectors but
we will aggressively expand it to other stakeholders
including local communities, companies and the
regional and even global education network.
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One Planet

Schools

© Fung Hon Shing / WWF-Hong Kong

WWF-Hong Kong’s “One Planet Schools” programme integrates
Education for Sustainable Development in all aspects of school
education. We have the advantage of being uniquely able to conduct
activities at our outdoor classrooms at Mai Po Nature Reserve,
Hoi Ha Wan and Island House to enrich students’ nature conservation
experiences. A variety of outdoor experiential learning activities, school
outreach, professional teacher development, online learning and school
partnerships are carefully designed and aligned with the school syllabus.
The contemporary makeover of the Education Centre, located at the
heart of Mai Po Nature Reserve, as part of the magnificent Mai Po Nature
Reserve Upgrade Project, with a new exhibition hall and better equipped
facilities, will offer a further enhanced learning platform.
We constantly strive to develop more options to facilitate teaching and
learning requirements. Our goal of “One Planet Schools” is to fulfil the
Organisation’s ambition to deliver bigger conservation impacts at a
community level through schools.

One Planet

Youth

WWF-Hong Kong launched the “One Planet Youth”
education programme in 2017 to inspire, motivate
and empower young people to become leaders and
spokespeople for nature by organising a variety of citizen
science conservation actions, leadership training and
overseas expeditions.
Over the past three years, we have collaborated with
respected youth groups and associations and enlisted over
900 passionate individuals, aged from 15 to 30, to take part
in the “One Planet Youth” programme. It is encouraging
that in 2020, one of our committed young leaders has
been selected as a member of the WWF Global Youth
Action Team, driving advocacy campaigns at a global level.
We must do more to engage and mobilise young people,
who are a powerful force in shaping a sustainable future of
harmony between nature and people.
Through the “One Planet Youth” education programme,
we are empowering tomorrow’s change makers, from a
local level to a global level.
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NATUR
LASSROOM

WWF-Hong Kong’s three outdoor centres allow people
to explore history and appreciate Hong Kong’s
incredible natural environment

©
©Martin
MartinHarvey
Harvey//WWF
WWF

© Cody Yim / WWF-Hong Kong

JOURNEY OF

DISCOVERY
Our unique outdoor learning centres are our roots
and have expanded our capacity to connect with
and educate people about nature. The heritage and
history of the centres are part of WWF-Hong Kong’s
cultural identity, which provides us with a sense of
continuity and belonging. They are not only to be
enjoyed but also to be treasured and conserved for
future generations.
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Mai Po

Known as Hong Kong’s bird paradise, it
allows students and visitors to experience
first-hand the City’s natural environment
and enrich their knowledge of local
biodiversity. It is also a key training facility
for those involved in the protection of
wetlands across the region.

Nature
Reserve

They host over 2,050 wildlife species
including 400 bird species, 35 of which
are endangered.

Hoi Ha

Marine Life Centre

Mai Po and Inner Deep Bay wetlands
were recognised as a Wetland of
International Importance under the
Ramsar Convention in 1995. They are
a haven for tens of thousands of
migratory birds during autumn and
winter, and bustle with vibrant insect life
and gei wai shrimp in spring and summer.

Hoi Ha Wan Marine Park was among the first
batch of marine parks in Hong Kong. Home
to more than 60 coral and 120 fish species,
the Hoi Ha Marine Life Centre offers an
opportunity to appreciate our valuable marine
resources. We show how humans affect the
marine ecosystem through pollution, urban
development and over-fishing.

© Augustine Chung / WWF-Hong Kong

© Neil Fifer

THE HISTORY
1940s Traditional gei wai shrimp
cultivation ponds were built
after World War II
1983

WWF-Hong Kong
commenced management
of the Mai Po Nature
Reserve with the aims of
increasing biodiversity and
using it for educational and
research purposes

Big Bird Race, a 12-hour
bird-spotting competition,
was held for the first time

1995
1986

1990
1984
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WWF-Hong Kong’s
signature event, the

training programme
initiated

Education Centre opened
with a generous grant
from The Hong Kong
Jockey Club

The Peter Scott Field
Studies Centre was
officially opened and the
wetland management

2013

Mai Po and Inner Deep Bay
was recognised as a
Wetland of International
Importance under the
Ramsar Convention

Received the BirdLife
International Conservation
Achievement Award in
recognition of its efforts

to protect the endangered
black-faced spoonbill

2015

The Hong Kong Jockey
Club Charities Trust made
a HK$347 million donation
for the Mai Po Nature
Reserve Infrastructure
Upgrade Project, which
kicked off in 2018

THE HIGHLIGHTS
1800s Hoi Ha Village was
established by a group
of Hakka settlers from
mainland China

1980s Resettlement of the village
and introduction of more
leisure and nature-loving
tourists

1988

WWF-Hong Kong worked
with the Government to
establish marine parks and

reserves in Hong Kong,
including Hoi Ha Wan in
Sai Kung West Country Park

1996

After eight years of
campaigning, Hoi Ha Wan,
covering 260 hectares,
became one of Hong Kong’s
first marine parks

2003

2008

Hong Kong’s first
“Classroom on the Sea”, the
Jockey Club HSBC
WWF-Hong Kong
Hoi Ha Marine Life Centre,
was established

Hoi Ha Marine Life Centre
was officially unveiled,
providing interactive marine
education programmes and
community visits

2008

The facilities at the Hoi Ha

onwards Marine Life Centre include

an exhibition room, an
aquarium, a research centre,
sea-view multi-function
rooms and the popular one
and only glass-bottomed
boat in Hong Kong
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ISland House

Built at the beginning of the 20th century
and declared a heritage monument in 1983,
Island House Conservation Studies Centre
is a unique urban ecology venue which
hosts 140 local and introduced plant species.
Students and visitors learn the history of this
heritage site and its rich natural surroundings.

Conservation
Studies Centre

ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES
OF ISLAND HOUSE
Main building is a two-storey classic colonial
structure featuring red-brick façades,
double-layered pan-and-roll tiled roof
and open verandahs

It contains a dining room, drawing room, office,
four bedrooms, four bathrooms, hall, staircase,
pantry and lavatory

Central

Visitor Centre

Newly renovated Central Visitor Centre
is our sustainable-lifestyle hub. Formerly
WWF-Hong Kong’s headquarters from
1990 to 2013, it houses an exhibition of
our current conservation work, a venue
for functions and a Panda shop featuring
the latest collections of eco-products. The
centre is adjacent to the Hong Kong Central
Heritage Trail and the Edward Youde Aviary
at Hong Kong Park.

The distinctive tower also contains a lighthouse
to help vessels navigate Tolo Harbour
Iconic style of the early 20th century, with arches,
columns and buttresses adorned with carvings
and tiles

A separate building provides servants’ quarters
and is comprised of a European-style kitchen, a
storage room and a butler’s pantry

A stable and a coach house were constructed at
the entrance of the building, located at the foot of
the hill

THE STORY
1800s Tai Po was a small market
town which was a focal
point for trade and
communications

building was to acquire
the name “lsland House”

1947
1904
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Construction of the
buildings started and was
completed in 1906; the

Became the official
residence of 15 consecutive
Secretaries for the
New Territories; Sir David
Akers-Jones and his wife

were the last occupants of
Island House

1986

studies centre promoting
education for sustainable
development since 1987

WWF-Hong Kong was
awarded custodianship
of Island House, which
has been a conservation
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OL D
TEWARDSHI

The devoted leadership of
WWF-Hong Kong over the years

© Rubin Chua

DR.

PHILIP KWOK

Establishing the Mai Po Nature Reserve is Dr. Philip Kwok’s proudest achievement
as Chairman.

The founding Chairman of WWF-Hong Kong, Dr. Philip Kwok
was responsible for getting the Organisation off the ground
in the City. The impetus for the launch of WWF-Hong Kong
in 1981 was provided by leading politician and businessman
Sir Kenneth Fung, who was a long-term family friend.
“He knew HRH Prince Philip, who was the President of
WWF International, and HRH Prince Philip convinced
Sir Kenneth to start WWF in Hong Kong as the President,”
says Dr. Kwok. “He asked me to be the Chairman.”

Dr. Kwok says that establishing the Mai Po Nature
Reserve and getting the Organisation into shape are
his proudest achievements as Chairman, particularly
its role in evangelising the importance of conservation
across China. “We can invite managers of wetlands
in China to come here and send people over there.
I am really happy, because they are making big
strides and sharing expertise in wetland habitats
and biodiversity.”

We needed a place where people
and students could come and learn
about birds and plants; this is a
venue for people to discover nature.

The Organisation began with zero resources, no
permanent staff and far less public interest in conservation
than there is today. “The focus then was just on
endangered species. In Hong Kong it was on the panda.”

When the focus switched to local
projects, establishing the Mai Po
Nature Reserve was at the top of
the list. “We initiated ‘Big Bird Race’,
the first public fundraising activity in
1984, with just two teams of four. The
next year, we expanded to seven
teams including the ‘All Stars Team’
which I formed and I was the captain
of for many years. Gei wai shrimp
ponds, one of the core wetland
habitats in the Mai Po Nature
Reserve, needed to be acquired one
by one, as the funds raised from ‘Big Bird Race’ could only
buy one pond at a time.”
As funds grew each year from “Big Bird Race”, WWFHong Kong could allocate money for the management
of the Mai Po Nature Reserve and the implementation
of education programmes. Dr. Kwok says, “We needed
a place where people and students could come and
learn about birds and plants; this is a venue for people
to discover nature.” The “Big Bird Race” remains a signature
annual fundraising event at WWF-Hong Kong and
Dr. Kwok is still an active supporter of his “All Stars Team”.
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In 1983, WWF-Hong Kong’s first fundraising event was the
“Panda Ball”, at which HRH Prince Philip was the guest of
honour. The event raised more than HK$1 million for the
Wolong Panda Reserve in Sichuan Province.

1981-1987

1987-1994

CHAIRMAN

DAVID
AKERS-JONES
SIR

Sir David Akers-Jones made Island House into a
Conservation Studies Centre for WWF-Hong Kong.

One of the most influential figures in Hong Kong’s late
20th century history, the City’s former Chief Secretary and
acting Governor, Sir David Akers-Jones had a central role
in the development of WWF-Hong Kong. He first became
involved with the Organisation as a Trustee in 1982, then
became Chairman five years later, and after his tenure served
as Vice-President from 1994 until 2011. We are fortunate and
honoured to have benefitted from his leadership.

He made a difference to
WWF-Hong Kong and the City, and
his spirit will live on in the wonderful
things he has accomplished.
He will be missed.

After Mai Po Nature Reserve was established during
Dr. Philip Kwok’s chairmanship, Sir David had an important
task in securing its future as a bird haven of international
significance. He was first given responsibility for the area
by Governor Sir Murray MacLehose in the 1970s, and
was on the WWF-Hong Kong committee that looks after
it. Signing the first agreement with the Jiangxi Forestry
Bureau in mainland China over cooperation with the
Poyang Lake Forestry Reserve and Bird Sanctuary was a
great achievement in the 90s.
Sir David, who described himself as “a country man at heart”,
had a lifelong conservation passion for horticulture, wildlife
and Hong Kong’s landscape. He lived in Island House in
Tai Po from 1974 to 1985 when he was the Secretary for City
and District Administration. He planted dozens of varieties of
trees in the lawn in front of the house, gradually transforming
it into the arboretum that still stands there today. He and his
wife Jane would spend their weekends driving around the
New Territories hunting for different trees to plant.
He had the idea of turning the house into a Conservation
Studies Centre operated by WWF-Hong Kong when
his successor decided not to live at the house, giving
WWF-Hong Kong another educational venue. The
exquisite Island House became an urban ecological site
for both preserving the beautiful heritage building as well
as showcasing the City’s diverse flora and fauna.
It was this all-encompassing dedication that helped to
lay a solid foundation for WWF-Hong Kong to go from
strength to strength. The best way to remember Sir David
is by carrying on his work of transforming the City that he
loved into a sustainable place for everyone. He made a
difference to WWF-Hong Kong and the City, and his spirit
will live on in the wonderful things he has accomplished.
From Bryony Akers-Jones, Sir David’s daughter:
My father loved Hong Kong and he wanted every person to
have the opportunity to enjoy its wildlife and countryside.
He was a passionate gardener; nothing made him happier
than seeing Island House garden flourish. The last time I went
there, I took lots of photos to show him because it was looking
especially beautiful and loved. Every part of the garden held
special memories for us. Thank you, WWF-Hong Kong.
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HANS MICHAEL
JEBSEN

MR.

During Mr. Hans Michael Jebsen’s tenure, WWF-Hong Kong
made strenuous efforts to broaden its supporter base,
including corporations.

Environmental conservation has always been close to
Mr. Hans Michael Jebsen’s heart. “Having spent many
years living in the Danish countryside, the conservation
of natural heritage became one of my key interests,”
he says. “Moving to Hong Kong in 1981, I soon became
aware that our natural environment is both precious and
endangered. Hong Kong’s variety of species of flora and
fauna is astounding.”
He first got involved with WWF-Hong Kong in 1985,
visiting the Wolong National Nature Reserve in
Sichuan as part of its giant panda conservation efforts.
“Soon after, I was asked by Sir David Akers-Jones to
take over from him as Chairman of WWF-Hong Kong.”
Mr. Jebsen and his team were particularly proud
of the way they created traction in the corporate
sector as well as increasing participation among
young people. The Organisation saw the
opportunity to collaborate with the corporate
sector to bring in funding, which later provided
the foundations on which the corporate
membership programme was built. “To secure
funding on a more sustainable basis, we built up the
‘Tree of Life’ concept, which would make it attractive
for corporations to be part of the environmental cause
through WWF-Hong Kong.”
The strategy was first to appeal to companies’ sense of
corporate responsibility and consciences, then engage
business leaders to experience the Mai Po Nature
Reserve. Through this strategy, WWF-Hong Kong has
established a strong brand image for nature conservation
in the business sector.
The seeds of WWF-Hong Kong’s third outdoor centre,
the Hoi Ha Wan “Classroom on the Sea”, were sown
during Mr. Jebsen’s tenure, in 1996. “The objective
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behind creating this
centre was to raise public
awareness of the wealth of marine life that Hong Kong
offers and to protect and manage our rich local coral
clusters,” he says. “One of the origins of the fishing
ban in Hoi Ha Wan and other parts of Hong Kong is
WWF-Hong Kong’s work in raising awareness of our rich
marine life diversity.”
For the future, he adds, “I am confident that WWFHong Kong will remain at the forefront of Hong Kong’s
environmental protection and education, as well as raising
awareness among the young generation that we must
manage our resources responsibly – that we only have
one planet Earth. It fills me with gratitude having been able
to serve as Chairman of WWF-Hong Kong at the dawn of
environmental consciousness across our community.”

1994-2000

WWF-Hong Kong has
established a strong brand
image for nature conservation
in the business sector.

CHAIRMAN

If you look at the landscape of conservation
in Hong Kong, the one area that needs
critical attention is the marine environment.

the landscape of conservation in Hong Kong, the one area
that needs critical attention is the marine environment. And
it is very tough, because all the environmental devastation
takes place out of public sight underwater.”

fishing resources than leisure and conservation
resources. And the other is biodiversity; we have
an obligation to preserve it and if possible to
increase it.”

Mr. Shaw was determined to make
the three outdoor centres, the
Mai Po Nature Reserve, the
Island House Conservation Studies
Centre and the Hoi Ha Marine Life Centre,
become important tools to educate and motivate
the public to get more involved in nature conservation.
At the same time, he helped to convince the HKSAR
Government of the importance of conservation
through extensive lobbying.

MR.

MARKUS SHAW

Marine conservation was a top priority during Mr. Markus Shaw’s chairmanship.

Mr. Markus Shaw made marine conservation a top
priority during his tenure, officially inaugurating the
Hoi Ha Marine Life Centre, Hong Kong’s first “Classroom
on the Sea”, in January 2008. It took over ten years to build
and required enormous efforts from WWF-Hong Kong
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management, committee members and major funding
partners, Hong Kong Jockey Club and HSBC.
“I grew up in Hong Kong very close to nature,”
he says. “Then I started scuba diving. If you look at

Mr. Shaw was first asked to get involved with
WWF-Hong Kong as a committee member in 1998
by Mr. Jebsen. “Then, I remember, he asked if I would
like to take over as Chairman. I asked how much work
it would involve, and he said ‘Not more than a couple
of hours a week’. I know now not to trust those kind of
statements.” Until CEO Mr. Eric Bohm was appointed,
he was working three to four days a week filling both
roles. He also served on the Board of WWF International
for 10 years.
In the future, he adds, Hong Kong faces two major
conservation challenges. “The first is marine –
only five per cent of our waters are marine parks;
we should be moving to looking at waters less as

2000-2008

The “Save Our Seas” campaign kicked
off under his chairmanship with two
objectives: to ban trawling and create
Marine Protected Areas or sizable
“no take zones”. The former came
to fruition at the end of 2012, when
Hong Kong became the first territory
worldwide to enact a complete trawling
ban. “You can see the results in the
waters today, there are many more
fish,” he says.

CHAIRMAN

2008-2014
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TREVOR YANG

Mr. Trevor Yang brought the global “Earth Hour” initiative to the City, with moneysaving and environmental benefits.

When Mr. Trevor Yang first became involved with
WWF-Hong Kong in the mid-2000s, his main role,
as befits his finance industry background, was to
professionalise the way the Organisation was funded.
It soon grew into something far bigger than that when
he became Chairman in 2008.
One of the most important developments while he was
Chairman, he says, was bringing the global “Earth Hour”
initiative to Hong Kong in 2009. “We made a huge push,
talking to schools, universities,
companies and so on. The turnout for
‘Earth Hour’ was close to three million
people in the City. I thought that was
phenomenal for a first attempt.”
He says the initiative received
support across the board, including
from the then Convenor of the
Executive Council of Hong Kong,
Mr. Leung Chun-ying. “Earth Hour”
continues as an annual global
movement from WWF on the last
Saturday of each March.
Another success during Mr. Yang’s
time was the introduction of the ban
on trawling in Hong Kong waters at
the end of 2012. “That was fantastic,”
he says. “The work started under my predecessor
Mr. Markus Shaw. We got celebrities involved, and then
companies signed up like Swire and HSBC, and then
we started on government officials.”

centre through the Asian Waterbird Conservation Fund.
One of our colleagues was even up in North Korea;
the fact that we were invited there is absolutely
remarkable. It recognises our wetlands management
is strong and successful.”
And it is those colleagues, he says, that have made
the Organisation so successful. “The great thing about
WWF-Hong Kong is there are lots of people within the
Organisation with lots of passion and knowledge. The
Chairman is more of a figurehead.
It was the people within the
Organisation who made it all happen.”

The great thing about
WWF-Hong Kong is
there are lots of people
within the Organisation
with lots of passion
and knowledge.

He also highlights Mai Po Nature Reserve’s role in
fostering conservation. “I am totally in awe of what
we have achieved at Mai Po today. The educational
programmes we have put in place have given us the
ability to engage so many schools, and that’s very
important. And now there is the brand new Peter Scott
building being built, thanks to a generous amount of
funding from The Jockey Club Charities Trust. I was really
impressed that towards the end of my tenure, we were
talking about making Mai Po Nature Reserve a regional
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EDWARD M. HO

During Mr. Edward M. Ho’s tenure, he spearheaded the raising of HK$347 million in
funds from The Jockey Club Charities Trust for the Mai Po Upgrade Project. The largest
donation ever to WWF-Hong Kong was not only a shot in the arm for the Project, but
also a massive vote of confidence.

Among the multifaceted
achievements during
Mr. Edward M. Ho’s tenure as
WWF-Hong Kong Chairman, the
most significant of all has been
the Mai Po Upgrade Project. “The
contribution we received from
The Hong Kong Jockey Club
Charities Trust is a massive vote
of confidence,” he says. “It is the
biggest donation ever to the WWF.”
According to Mr. Ho, the environmental challenges
faced by Hong Kong and the wider world are greater
than ever – but so are the opportunities. “After years
in the finance industry, I am bringing the best of what I
learned in my own fields of interest to Hong Kong’s most
respected NGO. We will push boundaries in the belief that
everything in our ideals is possible.”
“I am excited to see the transformation of the Organisation
as it becomes more dynamic. WWF-Hong Kong has
grown into an effective platform to deliver realistic and
measurable results.”
Another key highlight of Mr. Ho’s tenure was the focus
on combatting and educating about wildlife crime. The
extensive campaigning bore fruit and culminated in the
Legislative Council of HKSAR’s decision to ban all ivory
trading in the City, which will come into effect in 2021.
“The ivory contraband was a huge business. We have
educated people on how the illicit trade affects elephants
and the environment, and it must be stopped,” said
Mr. Ho. WWF-Hong Kong has a vital role to play in driving
change and shaping how conservation and business
should be conducted when it comes to wildlife.”
Other important initiatives started during Mr. Ho’s
chairmanship include the “One Planet Youth” education
programme to help develop the education and
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I am excited to see the
transformation of the Organisation
as it becomes more dynamic.
WWF-Hong Kong has grown into
an effective platform to deliver
realistic and measurable results.

learning sector; as well as the “Run for Wild” annual race,
an awareness-raising event which expands community
engagement.
Today, Mr. Ho emphasises, WWF-Hong Kong’s focus
must be to galvanise different stakeholders, relate
controversial issues to their daily lives and eventually
transform the world into a better place with impactful
and sustainable solutions.
He believes WWF-Hong Kong needs to widen its supporter
base and grow resources. “We have strengthened our
financial position considerably in the past six years and it is
important to continue. We have tremendous buy-in from a lot
of businesses, HKSAR Government Organisations and most
importantly the general public. We must work hard for them
to further support and enhance our cause.”
WWF-Hong Kong’s mission is not mere advocacy
but also community engagement and cooperation.
Hong Kong’s Mai Po Nature Reserve is now known as a
regional jewel where humans interact with and learn from
nature. Ongoing improvements at Mai Po Nature Reserve,
which will fully evolve into a 21st Century Nature Classroom,
will enable Hong Kong to perform this task even better.
Mr. Ho mentions, “We are putting the HK$347 million
contribution to very good use in serving the environment
and the community. For wetland management professionals
in China and other parts of Asia, academics, students and
the elderly – we want to provide them with contemporary
facilities here that explain the importance of conservation
and seek to develop quantitative and qualitative solutions
for the environment.”
He concludes that it is teamwork that gives WWFHong Kong that transformational power. “The most
gratifying element of the job has been the opportunity to
work with a passionate and expanding group of people,
including the past Chairmen and past Board members.
Our efforts are collective as well as cumulative.”

2014-2021

MR.

CHAIRMAN

All of our staff
are devoted to driving us
forward, and I am confident
we can and will prevail in
this difficult world.

2021 - PRESENT

CHAIRMAN

DANIEL
BRADSHAW
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WWF-Hong Kong’s new Chairman is ready to hit the ground running and guide the
Organisation’s promising next chapter.

A lawyer by profession, WWF-Hong Kong’s new Chairman
Mr. Daniel Bradshaw has been involved with the Organisation
since the start: in fact he prepared and filed the incorporation
documents when it was founded 40 years ago.
The new Chairman is keen to highlight the invaluable
contributions made by each of his predecessors, culminating
with the incumbent. “Edward Ho has done a remarkable job,”
he says. “In particular, he was the leader on the Jockey Club
project to revitalise the Mai Po Nature Reserve into
a 21st Century Nature Classroom. As everyone knows,
I am passionate about Mai Po, which is one of the great bird
watching sites in the world.” Together with other centres of
WWF-Hong Kong, Mai Po Nature Reserve is just one part of
WWF-Hong Kong, albeit a very important part.
At WWF-Hong Kong, conservation and education are always
the fundamental objectives and core focuses. We must aim
towards striking a balance between humans and the healthy
natural environment, with a clear conscience to motivate the
people of Hong Kong to carry out sustainable behaviour and
attitude.
On his feelings about being asked to become Chairman,
he says, “I felt comfortable taking on such an onerous task
because WWF-Hong Kong has a great executive committee
and good management across all of the disciplines needed
for it to be effective in Hong Kong.”
Mr. Bradshaw emphasises that the Organisation entirely
depends on the skill and hard work of the people who are
running it. They are the most important component and make
WWF-Hong Kong strong. It is this human dimension, he adds,
that is key to the Organisation’s future. “Good people are what
make NGOs like WWF-Hong Kong work. I hope to serve them
in my capacity as Chairman for the benefit of us all. All of our
staff are devoted to driving us forward, and I am confident we
can and will prevail in this difficult world.”
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LESTONE

A retrospective journey throughout WWF-Hong Kong’s
eventful and impactful history since 1981

© Michael Pitts

The Mai Po Marshes were declared
a “Site of Special Scientific Interest” by
the Government

The World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF),
then known as the World Wildlife Fund,
was founded in Switzerland

World Wildlife Fund Hong Kong’s inaugural gala dinner was held in the
presence of HRH Prince Philip, former President of WWF International,
and Mr. Charles de Haes, former Director General of WWF International.
Sir Peter Scott, one of the Founders of WWF International who designed
the panda logo, was also one of the guests

WWF

1961

1976

Sir Kenneth Fung Ping-fan and Dr. Philip Kwok were elected
WWF-Hong Kong’s first President and Chairman respectively

1980

1981
1983

“Let us continue to work hard, to leave our children and
our children’s children a living planet. It all begins with
each of us making one conscious act each day to live in
harmony with nature.”

The “Panda Ball”, our first
fundraising event, raised
more than HK$1 million for
the Wolong Panda Reserve
in Sichuan Province.
HRH Prince Philip was the
guest of honour

Sir Kenneth Fung Ping-fan, CEB, LLD, DSocSc, JP, KStJ
CEB, LLD, DSocSc, JP, KStJ

Sir Kenneth Fung Ping-fan, who later became Founder
and President of World Wildlife Fund Hong Kong
in 1981, and Mr. Wu Tai-chow met HRH Prince Philip,
former President of WWF International, to discuss
establishing a branch in Hong Kong
WWF-Hong Kong is grateful for HRH Prince Philip’s
dedication and support at the time of commencement

Ms. Mary Ketterer, then Honorary Director of World Wildlife Fund
Hong Kong, was one of the prime movers in establishing the Hong Kong
office. She was decisive and determined. She helped launch the “Big Bird
Race” in 1984; led the extermination team in the reed battle in 1986 that
manually removed reeds after the Mai Po Nature Reserve became infested;
and overcame all obstacles to secure the premises under the Cotton Tree
Drive Flyover in Central, which was WWF-Hong Kong’s headquarters from
1990 to 2013

1986

1984

The Mai Po Nature Reserve was established and
WWF-Hong Kong began actively managing the area

1990 2013
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1984
The first “Big Bird Race” was held, raising money to
buy gei wai shrimp ponds at Mai Po Nature Reserve.
First Big Bird Race had two teams led by
Mr. Clive Viney and Mr. Mike Chalmers
(Photograph of the winning team)

The Mai Po Marshes Wildlife Education Centre
opened with HRH Prince Philip officiating

1986
Next year, it had expanded to seven teams including
the “All Stars Team” led by Dr. Philip Kwok

HRH Prince Philip inspected the floating boardwalk
construction
Developments at Mai Po included the completion of the
floating boardwalk; start of the public visit programme;
and introduction of the floating hide and rain shelter
Guided school visits were launched at the Mai Po Nature Reserve,
laying the foundation for WWF-Hong Kong’s education programmes

1985

74

75

WWF-Hong Kong established its office
at The Former French Mission Building
on Battery Path, Central

Island House became a Conservation Studies Centre
operated by WWF-Hong Kong. HRH Prince Philip
as the honorary guest at the opening ceremony
together with Sir Kenneth Fung Ping-fan, Dr. Philip Kwok,
Sir David Akers-Jones, Ms. Mary Ketterer and
Professor Brian Morton, Founding Chairperson of
WWF-Hong Kong Education Committee

Hoi Ha Wan Committee was formed. Since then,
WWF-Hong Kong worked with the Government
to initiate marine parks and reserve projects,
including Hoi Ha Wan

Professor Morton had provided sound advice and
exceptional contributions on conservation and
environmental education work in the City over 20 years
with WWF-Hong Kong. He will be remembered

1988

1987

1989

Sir David Akers-Jones
became the 2nd Chairman
of WWF-Hong Kong

Organised the first “Hoi Ha Wan
Underwater Photographic Shootout”
to raise awareness on corals
in Hoi Ha Wan

1988
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“Education Mobile Unit School Outreach Programme”
was implemented
Friendship Agreement was signed between
Mai Po and Poyang Lake National Nature
Reserve, Jiangxi Province, the largest
freshwater lake in China and a vital stopping
point for migratory birds
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1990

Peter Scott Field Studies Centre officially opened
by Sir David Wilson, KT, GCMG, FRSE, the then
Governor of Hong Kong, in the presence of
Lady Philippa Scott
, KT, GCMG, FRSE
First edition of “About Life”, WWF-Hong Kong’s
newsletter, was launched

The first “Walk for Nature” event, then called “Discover
Mai Po”, inspired the public to learn more about Mai Po
Nature Reserve and Hong Kong’s natural environment

1992
1991
WWF-Hong Kong began providing “Wetland
Management Training Programmes” to support the
conservation and management of wetlands in China

Bird Tower Hide built at the Mai Po Nature Reserve; many important people from political and
business sectors have visited, including Mr. Chris Patten, CH, PC, Sir David Ford, KBE, LVO and
Mr. Peter Woo Kwong-ching, GBM, GBS, JP
GBM, GBS, JP

CH, PC

KBE, LVO

New WWF-Hong Kong Central Office
Headquarters officially opened
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1993
WWF-Hong Kong initiated field research on the Chinese white dolphins
around Chek Lap Kok, which had been chosen as the new airport site.
WWF-Hong Kong organised Hong Kong’s first “Day of the Dolphins”
with the Hong Kong Marine Conservation Society, spotting at least
22 dolphins

22

1994

After 8 years of campaigning, Hoi Ha Wan became one of Hong Kong’s first marine parks
Hong Kong’s first “Classroom on the Sea”, The Jockey Club HSBC WWF-Hong Kong
Hoi Ha Marine Life Centre was established in 2003

Mr. Hans Michael Jebsen
became the
3rd Chairman of
WWF-Hong Kong

8
2003

1996

3

WWF-Hong Kong’s “Fun Green EMU” was one of
the 1994 Caltex Green Fund Green Awards winners.
The colourful lorry full of environmental games
and displays extended education programmes
to schools

1995
Mai Po and the Inner Deep Bay wetland complex
recognised as a Wetland of International Importance
under the Ramsar Convention. Mr. Chris Patten, CH, PC,
the last Governor of Hong Kong, attended the ceremony
, CH, PC

Campaign to lobby the Government for Mai Po and Inner Deep Bay
to be designated as a Wetland of International Importance under the
Ramsar Convention

80

Launched the “Adopt-a-Dolphin” project to raise awareness of
the plight of Chinese white dolphins

81

Sponsored the first survey of Chinese white dolphins and finless porpoises
in Hong Kong waters by using hydrophones and a purpose-built
cetacean detector
“Coining Hong Kong’s Green Dragon”, WWF-Hong Kong’s attempt to create the longest coin line in the world. The event raised HK$2.35 million
235

1998

1999

“The Hong Kong Trade In Live Reef Fish For Food”
report published in association with TRAFFIC
East Asia, the project won the ECC Award for the
Best Project of the year

Coordinated “Hong Kong Reef Check” and co-organised “Oceans
For Our Children” exhibition during the International Year of the
Ocean to raise public concern and interest on marine conservation

82

“Black-faced Spoonbill Satellite Study Project” collated important data on the species’ migratory routes
Mr. David Melville, the then Conservation Director and Executive Director of WWF-Hong Kong, oversaw many key projects especially
the development of Mai Po Nature Reserve in the early days

83

Hosted by Mr. Hans Michael Jebsen, a celebration
of Sir Kenneth Fung Ping-fan’s 89th birthday was
held at Island House in appreciation of his dedication
to WWF-Hong Kong over 20 years. Mr. Wu Tai-chow,
a good friend of Sir Kenneth Fung and one of the
founding persons of WWF-Hong Kong, also attended
89

20

Mai Po Nature Reserve first participated in a regional leg-flagging scheme
to study the migration patterns of shorebirds

2000

“Save Our Seas” campaign kicked off, aiming to ban
trawling and to create Marine Protected Areas

2004
2001

Launch of WWF-Hong Kong’s bilingual
“Identification Guide to Fishes in the Live Seafood
Trade of the Asia-Pacific Region”, a powerful tool
to ensure accurate seafood trade monitoring

“Corporate Membership Programme” launched with an award presentation
ceremony. In its first year, 36 companies joined the Programme, which
helps companies adopt more environmentally friendly and sustainable
business practices

WWF-Hong Kong
20th Anniversary
Celebration & Exhibition
Ceremony
20

36

Mr. Markus Shaw became the
4th Chairman of WWF-Hong Kong

84

85

Launched a pioneering buffalo grazing research
project at Mai Po Nature Reserve that has been
beneficial in maintaining fresh water habitat
conditions
Professor Arthur Li Kwok-cheung, GBM, GBS, JP, the then Secretary
for Education and Manpower, officiated the Inauguration Ceremony of
Rotary Centennial Institute for wetland conservation at Mai Po Nature
Reserve. Mr. Eric Bohm, the then CEO of WWF-Hong Kong, conducted
the ceremony
GBM GBS, JP

2005

2006
The Hongkong Bank Foundation became our long-term
sponsor for the South China Wetlands projects. We were
grateful that The Zhangjiangkou National Mangrove
Nature Reserve in Fujian Province, The Haifeng Birds
Provincial Nature Reserve in Guangdong Province and
The Honghu Wetlands Nature Reserve in Hubei Province
were recognised with Ramsar designations in February
2008 after our wetland training
Dr. Lew Young was one of the key drivers of the
South China Wetlands projects and contributed to many
other migratory birds and wetlands programmes
2006

2006

Relaunched and renamed “Discover Mai Po
Charity Walk” to “Walk for Nature”, to reinforce
public awareness about nature conservation

2008 2

Launch of “Sustainable Lifestyle Target Education Programme”
(STEP), a five-year climate change education initiative sponsored
by The Swire Group Charitable Trust
5

2007
44 Hong Kong-based companies
pledged not to buy or sell shark fin
as part of their corporate activities
44

East Asia’s first “Seafood Guide”
launched to promote sustainable
seafood and raise awareness of
marine biodiversity
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Official opening of Hoi Ha Marine Life Centre with a launch ceremony hosted by
Mr. Markus Shaw, Mr. Eric Bohm and officiating guests from our core sponsors,
Professor T. Brian Stevenson, GBS, SBS, JP from The Hong Kong Jockey Club
and Ms. Teresa Au from The Hongkong Bank. The centre further expands its
programmes to reinforce the importance of our unique marine environment
GBS, SBS, JP

2008
2007
Carbon Footprint Calculator for Hong Kong was launched, under
the banner of “Climateers - Climate Change. So Can You”.
This was the first time such a device matched the daily experience
of Hong Kong people

The first “Earth Hour” event in Hong Kong to raise awareness of climate change.
Mr. Trevor Yang officiated the ceremony with Mr. Leung Chun-ying, GBM, GBS, JP
and other guests
GBM, GBS, JP

2009

“Save Our Seas” petition amassed more than
58,000 signatures, a record response for
WWF-Hong Kong and the largest public
environmental petition ever in Hong Kong
58,000

“Low-carbon Office Operation
Programme” (LOOP) was
launched to reduce office
greenhouse gas emissions

2008
Mr. Markus Shaw personally handed the petition to
the then Chief Executive of HKSAR

Mr. Trevor Yang became
the 5th Chairman of
WWF-Hong Kong
5
“Climateers Ambassador Experiential Programme”
engaged 200 young people to adopt low-carbon living
200
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89

WWF-Hong Kong marked World Migratory Bird Day
by announcing it has successfully flagged almost 2,000
birds in 11 years to keep track of rare shorebirds
11

2,000

“1,600 Pandas World Tour: Creativity Meets Conservation”,
French artist Paulo Grangeon created 1,600 papier-mâché
pandas from recycled materials to represent the 1,600 real
pandas left in the world today. All proceeds donated to
WWF-Hong Kong for conservation and education work

The “Say No to Shark Fin” campaign kicked off, urging
everyone to avoid consuming shark fin at every occasion
to protect shark species that are being threatened with
extinction

1,600

2012

WWF-Hong Kong joined forces and fought against
eco-vandalism in Tai Long Sai Wan, the area
designated as a country park in 2013

2013

2013

2010

2014

Paulo Grangeon

Mr. Edward M. Ho became
the 6th Chairman of
WWF-Hong Kong
6

2011

Within two months of the launch of the “Alternative
Shark-free Menu” programme, 38 hotels and
restaurants had signed up to provide shark-free
banquet menus

The Legislative Council of
HKSAR passed a trawling ban
in Hong Kong waters on
18 May. The ban would start by
the end of 2012, a momentous
achievement for marine
conservation

38

2011

2012

“Sustainable Seafood Week” gave the public
a fun yet serious look at the problem of
overfishing and a taste of the solution

90

1,600

5

18

WWF-Hong Kong and Mai Po Management Committee
were awarded the BirdLife International Conservation
Achievement Award for protecting endangered
Black-faced Spoonbills
Dr. Steve Cheung, the then Chairperson of Mai Po
Management and Development Committee, received
the award

“Coastal Watch”, a large-scale ecological survey and
coastal cleanup programme in response to the 2012
plastic pellet spill disaster. The report revealed that
plastic constituted an average of 60% of land-based
litter and over 80% of floating litter
2012

91

16 of the top 20 global shipping companies,
over 60% of the global shipping market,
banned shark fin shipments

“Run for Change”, WWFHong Kong’s first charity
run, was held on the same
day as “Earth Hour”. This
spectacular inaugural night
run attracted over 2,600
participants and raised
close to HK$1 million

20

16

2,600
“Walk for Nature”, one of WWF-Hong Kong’s signature events, received great
support from the HKSAR Government officials. Mr. Wong Kam-sing, GBS, JP,
Secretary for the Environment, Mr. Alan Wong Chi-kong, JP, the former Director
of Agriculture, Fisheries and Conservation, and Dr. Leung Siu-fai, JP, the current
Director of Agriculture, Fisheries and Conservation, were invited as the officiating
guests. In 2014, Dr. Marco Lambertini, Director General of WWF International, was
our special guest
, GBS, JP
, JP
Marco Lambertini

2014

Mr. Edward M. Ho was joined by Mr. Leung Chun-ying, GBM, GBS, JP,
Mr. Lam Woon-kwong, GBS, JP, Mr. Shun Chi-ming, SBS, JP,
Professor Lam Chiu-ying, SBS and other guests at the global
“Earth Hour” 10th anniversary event to witness the amazing
“lights out” moment

, JP
Mr. Wong Kam-sing, GBS, JP,
Secretary for the Environment,
visited Mai Po Nature Reserve
to experience
wetland management

2014/2015

The HKSAR Government increased the maximum
penalty for serious wildlife crimes to 10 years’
imprisonment, and announced it will ban all local
sale, import and export of ivory (except certified
antique ivory) by 2021

10

, SBS, JP,

, GBM, GBS, JP,
, SBS

2021
10

, GBS, JP,

2018

2016

GBS JP
Mr. Eddie Ng Hak-kim, GBS, JP, former
Secretary for Education, visited Mai Po
Nature Reserve and Hoi Ha Marine Life
Centre to appreciate the value of outdoor
experiential learning

WWF-Hong Kong’s “Rewrite Their Future”
petition calls on the HKSAR Government to
permanently ban the ivory trade in Hong Kong.
The Chief Executive of HKSAR announced in his
2016 Policy Address that the government would
actively explore phasing it out

GBS JP

2017
The “One Planet Youth” education programmes launched,
empowering young people to become future conservation leaders
One Planet

2016

The Hong Kong Jockey Club Charities Trust awarded
WWF-Hong Kong HK$347 million to transform Mai Po
Nature Reserve into a 21st Century Nature Classroom
Construction began in September 2018
21
The Swire Group Charitable Trust
sponsored the “Sea For Future”
campaign in 2015, a long-term
project which aims to safeguard
the future of Hong Kong’s vibrant
marine life

3.47

2018

2015
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In 2020 and 2021, The Hongkong Bank
Foundation granted significant funds
to secure two projects geared towards
enhancing wetlands management,
conservation and nature-based climate
solutions in Mai Po Nature Reserve and the
Greater Bay Area

Part of the HKJC Mai Po Upgrade Project, current and past Chairmen,
committee members and senior management of WWF-Hong Kong came to
say farewell to the Peter Scott Field Studies Centre before its demolition
Mr. Edward M. Ho signing the Mai Po Nature Reserve Land Lease
agreement with Mr. Daniel Bradshaw, Chairman Designate and
Mr. Peter Cornthwaite, the then CEO

Agriculture, Fisheries and Conservation
Department awarded the provision of centre
operation of the latest Hoi Ha Wan Marine Park
Visitor Centre to WWF-Hong Kong

2019 11

2019

2021 AND BEYOND:
TOGETHER WE WILL BUILD
A BRIGHTER FUTURE

2020
2020
Groundbreaking Ceremony
for the Peter Scott Field
Studies Centre

Mai Po Nature Reserve road sign was
installed, as the HKSAR Government
recognises the significance of the location
Mr. Edward M. Ho hosted his last ExCo Strategy
Planning Meeting at Island House before passing
the 7th Chairmanship to Mr. Daniel Bradshaw
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WWF-HONG KONG
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

Mr. William W. FLANZ

Mr. Philip Kwan-yat MOK

Mr. David M.H. FONG, BBS, JP

Mr. Arthur MUI

Mr. Alun C. GRASSICK

Ms. Katherine NG

Ms. Kate HODSON

Mr. Douglas C.K. WOO,
JP, HON. LHD

Fiscal Year 2021 / 2021

Mr. Edward M. HO

Mr. Daniel R. BRADSHAW

Chairman 2014 - 2021
2014 - 2021

Chairman 2021 - Present
2021 -

Dr. Timothy BONEBRAKE

Ms. Sylvia CHAN, MH

Ms. Irene N.Y. CHU

Professor David DUDGEON

Mr. Alexandre MACAIRE
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List of CommitteeS
Patron

Education Committee

The Honourable Mrs. Carrie Lam Cheng Yuet-ngor, GBM, GBS
The Chief Executive, Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, People’s Republic of China

, MH (Chairperson /
Ms. Sylvia CHAN, MH
(Vice-Chairperson /
Mr. Chi-tai KWOK
Ms. Harriet CHAN
Dr. Irene Nga-yee CHENG
Mr. Wing-kuen CHOW
Ms. Hecate Sing-yuen FONG
Ms. Ling HUNG
Ms. Rachel LAM
Ms. Agnes Yuen-yi LAU

, GBM, GBS

Trustees
Mr. Daniel AUERBACH
Mr. Daniel R. BRADSHAW
Dr. Timothy BONEBRAKE Timothy Bonebrake
Mr. Ronnie CHAN, GBM
, GBM
, MH
Ms. Sylvia CHAN, MH
Dr. Steve Siu-cheong CHEUNG
Mr. Sze-duen CHIU
Mr. Oscar CHOW
Mr. Paul CHOW
Ms. Irene N.Y. CHU
Mr. Allyn Reza COCKRELL
Professor David DUDGEON
Mr. William W. FLANZ
Mr. Kenneth Kai-kong FOK, JP
, JP
, BBS, JP
Mr. David M.H. FONG, BBS, JP
Dr. Henry Yun-wah FONG, GBS, SBS, JP
, GBS, SBS, JP
Mr. Alun C. GRASSICK
Mr. Jeremy HIGGS
Mr. Edward M. HO
Ms. Kate HODSON

Conservation Committee

(Fiscal Year 2021 / 2021

Dr. Timothy BONEBRAKE Timothy Bonebrake
Dr. David M. BAKER David M. Baker
Professor David DUDGEON
Mr. M.K. LEUNG
Dr. Michael LEVEN
Mr. Ben RIDLEY Ben Ridley

Development Committee
Mr. Philip Kwan-yat MOK
Mr. Allyn Reza COCKRELL
Mr. Vincent T.M. FONG
Mr. Alun C. GRASSICK
Mr. Alvin HUNG
Mr. Ken XU
Mr. Calvin W.M. ZHANG
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Mr. Hans Michael JEBSEN, BBS
, BBS
Mr. Donald P. KANAK
Dr. Philip KWOK, SBS, Ph.D, JP
, SBS, Ph.D, JP
MH
Mr. Alfred T.K. LEE, MH
Mr. Frederick J. LONG
Mr. Alexandre MACAIRE Alexandre Macaire
Mr. Robert W. MILLER
Mr. Philip Kwan-yat MOK
Mr. Arthur MUI
Mr. Daryl W.K. NG, JP
, JP
Ms. Katherine NG
Dr. King-chee PANG, MH
, MH
Mr. John SHAW
Mr. Markus SHAW
Ms. Maria Wai-chu TAM, GBM, GBS, JP
, GBM, GBS, JP
Mr. Martin TANG
Mr. Tony TURNER
Mr. Ronnie M.C. WONG, JP
, JP
, JP, HON. LHD
Mr. Douglas C.K. WOO, JP, HON. LHD
Mr. Calvin W.M. ZHANG

(Chairperson /

(Fiscal Year 2021 / 2021
(Chairperson /

)

)

Finance Committee

(Fiscal Year 2021 / 2021
)

Ms. Cannis Po-lai LEE
Ms. Lyraa Yin-mui NG
Ms. Mina PIN
Ms. Kin-man WONG
Professor Timothy Man-kong WONG
Professor Victor Cheong-wing WONG
Professor Yau-yuen YEUNG
Dr. Valerie W.Y YIP
Ms. Vriko Pik-fan YU

)

(Fiscal Year 2021 / 2021

(Chairperson /
Ms. Irene N.Y. CHU
Mr. Daniel R. BRADSHAW
Ms. Kate HODSON
Mr. Alexandre MACAIRE Alexandre Macaire
Mr. Arthur MUI
Ms. Katherine NG

)

)

)

Mai Po Management Committee

(Fiscal Year 2021 / 2021

(Chairperson /
Professor David DUDGEON
Dr. Stefano CANNICCI Stefano Cannicci
Dr. Caroline DINGLE Caroline Dingle
Professor Derrick Yuk-fo LAI
Ms. Nga-yee LAI
Mr. Paul LEADER
Professor Joe S.Y. LEE
Professor Jianwen QIU
Mr. Yat-tung YU

)

)

Mai Po Nature Reserve Infrastructure Upgrade Project Steering Committee

)

(Fiscal Year 2021 / 2021

)

Mr. Douglas C.K. WOO, JP, HON. LHD
Mr. Daniel R. BRADSHAW
Mr. Matthew CHAN
Ms. Irene N.Y. CHU
Professor David DUDGEON
Ms. Serena FAN
Mr. Edward M. HO
Mr. Eddie NIP

, JP, HON. LHD (Chairperson /

)

)
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The publication of this 40th Anniversary Commemorative Book is funded by a private donation
as a gift to WWF-Hong Kong. Its copyright is donated to WWF-Hong Kong. Revenue (if any)
related to the sale of this Book will belong to WWF-Hong Kong.
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